CONSULTATION FROM ASHFORD BOROUGH
COUNCIL: LAND BETWEEN EASTMEAD
AVENUE AND TORRINGTON ROAD
Ashford Borough Council’s housing services team is proposing to develop
unused land at the rear of Eastmead Avenue which often attracts flytipping.
The council is proposing to create a multi-purpose site which will include
a community project aimed at combating isolation in older people; a brand
new parkland area; additional parking, a small number of commercial units
for startup businesses; and 35 affordable homes comprising of a mixture of
houses, flats and town houses, which will be the enabler for the other proposed
improvements.
We would like your feedback on these ideas.

The overall picture
There are currently around 1,500 people on the council’s waiting list for affordable housing. Like
every other authority in the country, we must do our bit to try and alleviate the housing issues that
we face. We are committed to delivering as much affordable housing as possible and are seeking to
deliver an accelerated programme to tackle the national housing shortage.

The Consultation
We will undertake three consultations in relation to the site, to best capture the views and
thoughts of the community. This document and timeframe offered represents our initial stage 1
consultation – it will show you the site vision and explain the kinds of things we have considered
thus far – it will also include a view from the planning department as part of the pre-application
process that we have engaged with. Stage 2 will be presenting a revised plan based on the
feedback we gather from you at this stage, and stage 3 would be the formal consultation as part
of the planning process. We will make the consultations as accessible as possible to all and hope
to include a face-to-face event as part of the second stage of the consultation.

Stage 1
The site at the rear of Eastmead Avenue is a derelict patch of land that is currently overgrown and
drab and has become an area unfortunately used for fly-tipping and antisocial behaviour. It is no
longer allotment land, having been declassified by the Government for the purpose of potential
development some time ago. It is currently divided in two. There is land that was previously used for
allotment gardens to the west of the site, and to the east there is hard standing which was previously
used by the Coneybeare Engineering Company.
The site has the potential to provide better green space, much-needed affordable homes and
community facilities. It is also well placed to make use of the cycle lanes into town and those which
also encourage further exploration of Ashford and the surrounding areas. Overleaf you will see a
vision for the site:

As the image shows, we are hoping to develop the site into distinct but linked areas:
1. A park and enhanced green space as shown towards the bottom of the image.
2. A community area for the Community Sheds Project, also referred to as ‘Shedders’ and ‘Men in
Sheds’. This project aims to tackle isolation and loneliness in older people, providing them a space
to connect, converse and create. We are committed to delivering this project as part of our site
and have been liaising with the local ward member about this.
3. A commercial area, with sensitively clad shipping containers offering a place for small business
start-ups to trade. We are keen to understand your views on this and there is a specific question in
the consultation document relating to this part of the proposal.
4. Affordable housing, as shown at the top of the image. This is proposed to be a mixture of both
houses and flats (note that the drawing above shows the requisite number of storeys on the
apartment block to deliver 29 homes in total). We are committed to delivering much-needed
homes but are keen to understand your views on the proposals.

Site access
There are a number of access routes onto the site, but vehicular access is potentially limited. As the
image below shows, routes onto the site are currently as follows:
• Two footpaths from Torrington Road. One is under a public space protection order (PSPO)
and is gated. The other is there so that residents can access their rear gardens. PSPOs are
designed to deal with issues in a particular area, which is affecting the local community’s
quality of life.
• One footpath from Eastmead Avenue, which forms the current public access under the PSPO.
This is passable and currently gives access to rear gardens.
• There is potentially vehicular access from Eastmead Avenue, although overgrown shrubbery
would need to be cleared to assess this.
Nb. The two PSPOs that cover these areas can be found at https://www.ashford.gov.uk/media/
qvplkmfm/coney-bear-pspo.pdf

Planning feedback
We have taken this vision through the pre application process with the planning department.
This stage provides detailed feedback on the application to help progress it and develop it into
something that is worthwhile that will benefit the community.
The feedback we received suggested we try to link the housing, parking and the community aspects
together more, rather than them being individual elements within the one site. Planners felt that we
could make more of the cycle paths in the area and encourage their use more. Therefore, they also
questioned whether our initial ideas to create additional parking to help with the congestion on the
surrounding roads of terraced properties was actually required. If we did proceed with the parking
we were asked to consider if it would be allocated and managed. What are your views?
Finally, we were asked to consider if there would be enough footfall for the viability of the proposed
commercial section of the site. Management of the commercial element is not straightforward for
the council and this would require some thought from us. However, are there any alternative uses
for this section of the site that would lend itself to this location that we have not yet thought of?
Would you like to see some small-scale business use in this area? Alternatively, what would you like
to see there?

Your feedback
Your views will help us to determine how we proceed. What do you think of the number of homes?
What do you think about the parking? What do you think about the proposed commercial use? We
would really welcome your feedback on the initial vision we have for the site.
You can respond to the consultation questionnaire on the hard-copy provided and post it back to
the council or you can visit our consultation portal at https://www.ashford.gov.uk/consultations
and respond online. If you leave your details any questions you raise can be answered.
Take part in the survey
Thank you.

